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Heights: 6" to 12.5"
Lengths: 8" to 21.5" Plymouth Castle Heights: 6" to 12"

Lengths: 8" to 21.5" Silver Bay Castle

Castle
Castle features large format square and rectangular 
pieces.  It is typically installed with a mortar joint, but it 
may be installed in a dry-stacked style with additional 
cutting and fitting.

Deep River Castle Heights: 5" to 13"
Lengths: 8" to 25" 

Homestead Rubble
Homestead Rubble is a unique blend of several styles of 
stone, including mosaics, ashlars, and ledgestones.  It can 
be installed with a mortar joint or in a dry-stacked style, 
but additional cutting and fitting may be required in a dry-
stacked application.

Rockland Homestead Rubble Heights: 2.5" to 10"
Lengths: 7" to 22" 

Heights: 2", 3", 4", 6"
Lengths: 4" to 16" Lafayette Dressed Ashlar

Dressed Ashlar
Dressed Ashlar features rectangular pieces with clean 
lines and smooth edges.  Its rough textured surface 
creates a natural, weathered appearance.  It has a mix 
of pre-selected sizes, allowing for easier installation with 
minimal cutting.  It is often installed in a dry-stacked style, 
but it can be installed with a mortar joint.
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Timber Lake Ledgestone Timber Lake Ledgestone
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Heights: 2" to 8"
Lengths: 6" to 14" Fawn Grove Ledgestone Heights: 1.25" to 5"

Lengths: 6" to 20" High Point Ledgestone

Sheridan Ledgestone Heights: 3" to 7"
Lengths: 4" to 21" 

Heights: 2" to 4"
Lengths: 6" to 14.5" Kingston Ledgestone

Ledgestone
Ledgestones vary greatly in appearance, but they are generally characterized as long narrow pieces.  They can be 
installed with a mortar joint or in a dry-stacked style, but additional cutting and fitting may be required in a dry-stacked 
application.

Heights: 2" to 5"
Lengths: 4" to 24" Charcoal Ridge LedgestoneHeights: 1" to 4"

Lengths: 6" to 20" Cedar Fort Ledgestone

Cortland Ledgestone Heights: 2" to 6"
Lengths: 5" to 25" 

Heights: 1" to 3"
Lengths: 6" to 16" Diamond Point Ledgestone
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Stony Point Ledgestone Heights: 1.5" to 5.5"
Lengths: 3.5" to 24" 

Heights: 2" to 6"
Lengths: 6" to 16" Silver Bay Ledgestone

Heights: 1.375" to 6"
Lengths: 6" to 18" Woodbridge LedgestoneHeights: 2" to 6"

Lengths: 6" to 20" Timber Lake Ledgestone

MetroFit
With clean lines and smooth texture, MetroFit adds an elegant and modern appeal to any space.  All sides are sawn, and 
the face of each piece is lightly textured for a luxurious appearance.  Each piece is 6" high, 30" wide, and 22mm thick, 
allowing for easy installation and a consistent appearance.

Size: 6" x 30"Arctic Grey MetroFit Size: 6" x 30"Yorkshire MetroFit
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Precision3
Precision3 pieces are cut to a uniform height of 3" and 
have varying lengths.  All edges are sawn, creating a 
clean and modern appearance and simplifying installation.  
It is designed to be installed in a dry-stacked style.

Height: 3"
Lengths: 6" to 18" Victoria Precision3

PrecisionLedge
PrecisionLedge features pieces that are 2", 3" and 5" high, 
creating a clean and precise appearance.  It is designed 
to be installed in a dry-stacked style, and the consistent 
piece heights allow for easy installation.  The stones are 
cut on the top and bottom and snapped on the left and 
right edges.

Heights: 2", 3", 5"
Lengths: 6" to 18" Ashburn PrecisionLedge

Heights: 2", 3", 5"
Lengths: 6" to 16" Copper Canyon PrecisionLedge Heights: 2", 3", 5"

Lengths: 6" to 24" Iron Mountain PrecisionLedge

Heights: 2", 3", 5"
Lengths: 6" to 20" Oxford PrecisionLedge Heights: 2", 3", 5"

Lengths: 4" to 20" Plymouth PrecisionLedge
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QuarryField
QuarryField is designed to imitate stones often found near the surface layers of soil.  It features a diverse selection of 
shapes and sizes with irregular edges, creating a natural appearance.  It is typically installed with a mortar joint.

Stony Point QuarryField Diagonal: 8" to 19"

Diagonal: 7" to 19"Copper Canyon QuarryFieldDiagonal: 4" to 15"Charcoal Ridge QuarryField

Diagonal: 8" to 20"Silver Bay QuarryField

Carefully sourced with exceptional quality, these stones are 
the best the Northeastern United States has to offer.

Highlands Series

SERIES DETAILS

Focusing on a diverse yet affordable range of globally sourced 
products, these exceptionally beautiful products are the 
bedrock of Old World Stone Veneer.

Foundation Series

With a stylish urban feel, these stunning stones have modern, 
clean lines that are perfect for today's projects.

Metro Series



Rustic Ashlar
Rustic Ashlar features pieces that are mainly square or rectangular with a few angled or curved edges.  The pieces tend to 
be larger and more square than Ledgestone and are typically installed with a mortar joint.

Thunder Bay Rustic Ashlar Heights: 2" to 10.5"
Lengths: 7" to 15" 

Heights: 2" to 8"
Lengths: 6" to 16" Copper Canyon Rustic Ashlar

Heights: 4" to 8"
Lengths: 4" to 20" Emerald Lake Rustic Ashlar Heights: 4" to 12"

Lengths: 6" to 16" Granite Falls Rustic Ashlar

Heights: 4" to 15"
Lengths: 4" to 15" Charcoal Ridge Rustic Ashlar

Heights: 2.75" to 8"
Lengths: 4" to 20" Plymouth Rustic Ashlar Heights: 2" to 8"

Lengths: 6" to 18" Silver Bay Rustic Ashlar

Heights: 4" to 8"
Lengths: 6" to 20" Winter Harbor Rustic Ashlar
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StackedPanel
Each StackedPanel piece comprises multiple stones that have been adhered to a mesh back in a staggered "staircase" 
layout.  The design allows the product to be installed quickly and provides an intricately detailed style.  Loose filler pieces 
are available to fill in small gaps at the end of courses.  StackedPanel is designed to be installed in a dry-stacked style.

Silver Bay StackedPanel Height: 7.875"
Length: 23.5" (With 2" Instep)

Height: 7.875"
Length: 23.5" (With 2" Instep)Rocky Mount StackedPanel
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Accents
Our accents offer a beautiful appearance and the durability 
of natural stone.  Headers, Sills, Hearthstones, Mantels, and 
Mantel Brackets are available.

Headers are typically used as accents above doors and 
windows.  Sills are used under windows or at transitions.  
Hearthstones, Mantels, and Mantel Brackets are typically used 
on fireplaces.

Autumn Brown Sills Yorkshire SillsSable Sills Sedona Buff Sills Summit Blue Sills

Yorkshire HeadersSable Headers

Header Size: 8" High, 22" Wide, 1" Thick
Sill Size: 2.5" Deep, 36" Wide, 2" Thick

Sills have 5 sawn edges and 1 rockfaced edge.

Summit Blue Mantel & Mantel Brackets

Summit Blue Hearthstone
20" Wide, 20" Deep, 1.5" Thick, 4 Rockfaced Edges

Mantel: 10" Deep, 60" Wide, 2" Thick, 4 Rockfaced Edges
Mantel Bracket: 7" Deep (Top), 2.5" Wide, 11" Tall, 5 Sawn Edges and 1 Rockfaced Edge



Rockland Homestead Rubble (Also Pictured on Front Cover)
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
question-circle What are the benefits of natural thin stone versus 
manufactured stone?
Natural thin stone veneer offers many of the same benefits of 
manufactured stone veneer (lightweight, easy to install, no footer 
required) with the added benefit of being a natural product.  Because 
natural stone products tend to be more durable than manufactured 
stone products, they will generally maintain their beauty much 
longer than manufactured stone.  While all products exposed to 
sunlight will fade to varying degrees over time, natural stone tends 
to be more resistant to fading than manufactured stone.  The depth 
and variation of color in natural stone is often much greater than its 
manufactured counterpart.  Additionally, natural stone maintains its 
color throughout the piece, making it much more resilient against 
cutting, chipping, and breaking.
 

question-circle Where is Old World Stone Veneer quarried?
Old World Stone Veneer is quarried from select locations around the 
world.  If you would like more information about where a specific 
stone is quarried, please contact your local dealer.

question-circle How should Old World Stone Veneer be installed?
Old World Stone Veneer is installed following the same basic 
procedures that are used for manufactured stone veneer.  We 
recommend following the NCMA MSV guidelines for all preparatory 
steps; however, we strongly recommend the use of a modified 
thinset mortar to adhere natural stone thin veneer.  These 
mortars adhere better to the smooth backs of sawn thin veneer 
than traditional Type S Mortar.  Mortars should comply with the 
requirements of ANSI Standards A118.4 or A118.15.  Contact your local 
dealer for additional installation information.

question-circle What is the difference between a dry-stacked style 
application and a mortar joint/grouted application?
For either type of application, the surface preparation is the same 
(follow NCMA MSV guidelines), and the same mortar is used to 
adhere the stone to the wall.  The difference between the two 
application styles only relates to the fitting of the stones and 
whether a mortar joint is used between the stones.

For a dry-stacked style application, pieces should generally be fitted 
together as tightly as possible with minimal gaps, which gives the 
pieces the appearance of being dry-stacked.  Additional cutting 
and fitting may be required to achieve a tight fit.  Mortar is used to 
adhere the stones to the wall, but no mortar joint is added between 
the stones after they are installed.

For a mortar joint/grouted application, the stones should be 
installed with a small space between each piece.  The typical space 
is ¼″ to ½″, but a larger space can be used if a larger mortar joint is 
desired.  After the stones are installed on the wall, mortar is added 
to the space between the stones (typically using a grout bag).  The 
mortar joint is usually tooled and brushed to create a smooth, 
finished appearance.

question-circle How much cutting and fitting is required during 
installation?
While every effort has been made to choose quality products 
that install with ease, cutting and fitting will be required during 
installation.  All samples and photos required cutting and fitting to 
create the finished product.  Some stone types may require more 
cutting and fitting than others.  It is recommended that cutting 
and fitting be done with a wet or dustless saw to reduce dust and 
potentially harmful airborne contaminates that may be present in 
natural stone.

question-circle Should natural stone veneer be sealed?
Many factors contribute to determining whether your job should 
be sealed.  In most cases, it is not necessary to seal natural thin 
stone.  Certain more porous stones do benefit from a coat of sealer 
in high exposure areas.  If sealing is required or desired, the use 
of a breathable sealer is required.  Before applying any sealer, the 
sealer manufacturer should be consulted to verify compatibility and 
applicability for your project.

question-circle Are color variations and/or mineral deposits present in 
the stone?
Because Old World Stone Veneer is a product of nature, color 
variations should be expected.  While every effort has been made 
to create photos, brochures, and samples that accurately depict 
the color range, due to limitations on printing and photographic 
technology, as well as limited amount of space on sample boards, 
variations should be expected.  Most stone types will have a larger 
color and size range than can be displayed in photos and samples.  
Additionally, changes within the quarries themselves can lead to 
variations over time as raw material changes in different areas in 
the quarries.  Additional mineral deposits may be present in some 
stones and not others.  These mineral deposits lend to the beauty 
of the stone, but they can also lead to greater color variations, rust, 
or other discolorations over time.  Old World Stone Veneer and 
its dealers cannot be responsible for natural variations or mineral 
deposits within the stone.

question-circle How can natural stone be cleaned?
Old World Stone Veneer can be cleaned using a mild detergent 
and water with a stiff bristle brush.  It can also be gently pressure 
washed; however, care must be taken to ensure that the surface of 
the stone is not damaged.  Surrounding building fixtures should be 
protected when cleaning the stone surface.  Acids, solvents, and 
harsh cleaners should not be used on natural stone products.  Acids 
can react with the minerals in the stone and cause oxidation and 
discoloration.  There are several cleaners that can be used to remove 
rust spots and oxidation.  When cleaning, always test the cleaner on 
a small section before using it on your entire project.

question-circle Can natural stone be used around salt water pools or 
areas frequently exposed to de-icing agents?
We recommend against using natural stone near areas where it 
will be directly exposed to salt.  While not every stone reacts badly 
to salt, it can cause many undesirable effects.  Additionally, salt 
can corrode the mortar which is used to install the stone.  When 
de-icing areas near Old World Stone Veneer, it is important to make 
sure that the salt does not contact the stone directly.

question-circle Does Old World Stone Veneer have a warranty?
Please see our statement of warranty for more information.

Important Note
Old World Stone Veneer products are grouped into 
general styles such as Rustic Ashlar or Ledgestone for 
easy reference, but it is important to remember that 
products in the same style group may not have identical 
shape, size, and texture characteristics.  Since products 
are naturally created, each individual stone type will 
have its own unique characteristics.  Additionally, all 
sizes are approximate and may vary depending on 
availability of raw material.  Visit our website to obtain 
specification sheets for each individual stone type.
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www.oldworldstoneveneer.com

Visit our website for more product details,
high resolution photos, technical data, specification sheets, 

installation guidelines, and other product resources.

Old World Stone Veneer is natural stone.  Since products are naturally created, 
variations in color and texture should be expected.  The color and texture of 

products may vary from samples, displays, and photos.  Colors in this brochure 
are as accurate as possible, but photographic and printing technologies, as well 

as actual viewing conditions, can alter the perception of color.
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